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PHYSICAL RE VIE% C VOLUME 17, NUMBER 3 MARCH 1978

Isosyin forbidden and allowed reactions ' O(a, ae)' 0 and ' O(a, y) Ne

D. J. Steck~
Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

(Received 7 September 1977)

Six ' Ne levels have been investigated in detail via the ' 0+ a channel between 6,9 & E & 10.2 MeV.
Level parameters for states at E„( Ne) = 10.264 +0.008, 11.077 +0.008, 11.259+0.008, 11.552+ 0.008,
12.237+0.008, and 12.390+0.008 MeV have been extracted from y decay properties and phase shift

analysis of the elastic scattering. With the exception of the 11.552 and 12.39 MeV states, these levels

display primarily T = 1 characteristics. In addition to some previously reported T = 0 states, several other
weak y decaying resonances were observed at 11.97+0.04, 12.05+0.04, and 12.49+0.02 MeV but were

not studied in detail. Charge dependent matrix elements (4—120 keV) for isospin mixing of T = 1 states
with nearby T = 0 states were estimated from the measured level parameters.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS ' 0{ ,npn) O, "O{n,yp, p) Ne, O{n, npyp ip) 0, E l

= 6.9-10.2 MeV; measured 0 (E, 8). Deduced Ne 1evel parameters, J, n, T,
y-branching ratios, F, , F, Ez. Isospin mixing, charge dependent Hamiltonian,

IAS.

I. INTRODUCTION

The role of charge dependent forces in nuclear
reactions has been the focus of experimental and

theoretical interest for many years. Early ob-
servations and calculations"' discovered that the
low lying nuclear states in light nuclei possessed
high isospin purity. Hence the dominant compon-
ent of the nuclear interaction in this region can
only weakly depend on charge. At higher excita-
tion energies, a high density of T& (~ T&

~

=fp)
states, which may strongly mix with T& (j T&~
= f,+ 1) states, weakens the concept of a unique
isospin assignment for any physical state and

therefore obscures the role of charge dependent
forces. Although recent studies' may indicate
some reestablishment of isospin conservation at
higher excitation energies, an extraction of the
strength of the charge dependent force is extreme-
ly difficult.

In light even-even nuclei, like "Ne, the first
few T& (= 1) states occur at moderate excitation
energies (-10 MeV) where the density of T& (= 0)
levels is low enough to expect that isospin mixing
may involve only one T& and one T& state. Nuclear
reactions between T = 0 nuclei, "0and He, for
example, should form only T=O compound nuclear
' Ne levels in the absence of charge dependent
forces. However, small isospin impurities can
be introduced through the Coulomb interaction
and any charge dependent component of the nuc-
lear interaction. Since only T=0 particle exit
channels and the inherently weak y decay are
available to these T = 1 ' Ne states below 12.8 MeV,
we would expect t~m to have quite narrow widths

and to display a strong T = 1 y decay. Since the
extraction of the total charge dependent interaction
is simplified for such levels, the primary goal
of this study was to obtain the strength of this in-
teraction through a measurement of the level pa-
rameters of the low lying, natural parity T= 1
states in ' Ne.

Compound nuclear formation via the isospin for-
bidden elastic scattering (ES) and radiative capture
(RC) reactions of "0 and 'He provide the most
sensitive method of obtaining these level param-
eters with present experimental techniques. The
only comprehensive RC survey in this region,
10(E,(PPNe) ( 12.8 MeV, had located several nar-
row resonances but had studied only two in detail.
Although the ES reaction had been studied exten-
sively the most recent survey' had insufficient
energy resolution (-8 keV) to resolve extremely
narrow resonances. Thus the present work sought
to improve and extend these measurements by
taking a survey of the RC reaction and then study-
ing each resonance in detail with high energy res-
olution through both reaction channels.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

This experiment consisted of three stages. The
first stage surveyed the RC y decays to the ground

(y,), first two excited states (y„y,), and first to
ground state transition (y,„,) for incident beam
energies from 6.9 to 10.2 MeV. During the sec-
ond stage, the y decay properties of each suspec-
ted resonance were studied in greater detail. The
third stage concentrated on simultaneously mea-
suring multiangle ES excitation functions and the
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RC excitation function for the primary y decay at
90'. During a1,1 stages, an QI beam, whose homo-
geneity we believe to be better than 1 keV, from
our Pelletron-charged EN tandem Van de Graaff
was used to bombard differentially pumped 0,
(99.995% pure) gas targets. Since typical beam
currents of He'+ were limited to 100-700 nA by
collimating slits, individual detector counting
rates were low enough to use standard slow elec-
tronic signal processing. Each detector's spectra
were stored in our DDP-124 computer where they
could be monitored on line, written on magnetic
tape, and later recalled for analysis. Cross sec-
tions mere calculated from background subtracted
peak yields in the following manner. A spectrum
was read back from magnetic tape and displayed
on a cathode ray tube. Each peak yield mas then
calculated as the net counts above a computer
generated background function which was visually
adjusted to rnatch local conditions. This method
proved quite adequate for ES spectra that con-
tained isolated peaks superimposed on low back-
grounds. However, in order to obtain reproduci-
ble peak yields from complex y-ray spectra, it
was necessary to incorporate a least squares lo-
cal background fitting procedure and an indepen-
dent peak intensity calculation. '

During the first stage of the experiment, a
search was conducted at 50 keV intervals for nar-
row y decaying resonances One .50 cm' Ge(Li)
detector at 0' was placed at 4. cm from the target's
end to view a 60-80 keV target thickness [see Fig.
1(a)]. Another 50 cm' Ge(Li) detector at 135',
17.5 cm was added during later runs to increase
the sensitivity for E1 and E2 transitions to the
ground state. 'The development of a compact,
differentially pumped gas target chamber' and a
continuous airflow calorimeter' for measuring in-
cident beam flux, allowed clean y spectra to be
obtained for total incident beams of -1 mC.

An array of two moveable Nal detectors (8
= 75', 60' and 35', 25') and one fixed Nal detector
(8= 90') were added to the two Ge(Li) detectors'
arrangement for the second stage. After each
suspected resonance was located, angular distri-
butions were measured both on and off resonance,
while the Ge(Li) detectors accumulated detailed
spectra. Since only minimal shielding was utili-
zed to mask the beam stop, the NaI detectors were
susceptible to pileup from the 6.13 MeV contami-
nant line of "C(n, ny)"O.

Each suspected resonance was investigated fur-
ther during the third stage by simultaneously mea-
suring the ES excitation functions at 15 angles
between 60'& 8 & 168' and the RC excitation
function at 90' in a larger volume scattering cham-
ber. ' [See Fig. 1(b)]. Narrow alit systems and

NaI
90o

IOce.
I

PUMPING
IMPEDANCE

Op TARGET

Ge(I I)
Oo

RADIATIVE j
CAPTURE &
CHAMBER

CALORIMETER
BEAM STOP

LEAD
0 5 IOem.

0 BEAM ~
Nol

PUMPING SURFACE BARRIER
IMPEDANCES pygyyyjyg p~yyyypg /DETECTOR SYSTEM

I

OafAROET ~,—
ELASTIC SCATTERING CHAMBER

COLLECTOR
CUP

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangements. Part (a} is a
schematic (top view) of the y detectors and the radia-
tive capture chamber (only the two Ge{Li) detectors
were present during the preliminary survey). Part {b)
shows (side view} the position of the Nal monitor de-
tector relative to one of the surface bagrier detectors
during the third stage of the experiment.

low (10 Torr) gas pressures limited the target
thickness viewed by the surface barrier detectors
to 1-3 keV, while lead shielding defined an effec-
tive target thickness for the 90'NaI detector to be
10-30 keV and masked the beam stop. To insure
that the proper energy region was covered, each
resonance was located by monitoring the RC ex-
citation function taken in 5 keV steps and then re-
measuring the region using smaller (1 to 2 keV)
steps.

Uncertainties in the measured cross sections are
typically 3%%uo for the ES reaction and 10 to 15% for
the RC reaction. Statistical uncertainties were
generally of the same size for peaks from both re-
actions. The major contribution to the RC uncer-
tainties comes from the absolute y detection ef-
ficiency. Each y detector's efficiency was mea-
sured for each experimental arrangement as fol-
lows. For E„&2 MeV, calibrated sources were
inserted at the target position. Having thus estab-
lished the low energy efficiency, we extended it to
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12 MeV by observing cascades from proton radia-
tive capture reactions and the two line method. "

III. RESULTS

Figures 2 through 7 show the RC and ES data in
limited energy regions around narrow structures
seen in the preliminary RC survey (6.9 & Eo ~ 10.2
MeV). These regions were selected since they
showed significant y-ray yields for either y0, y„
or y, (along with y, ,). The lower energy scale
in all figures is the laboratory beam energy at
the center of the chamber. Excitation energies
in ~ Ne (Q = 4.73 MeV) can be found on the upper
energy scale. The absolute uncertainty in these
energy scales is +10 keV.

RC cross section error bars [Figs. 2(a) through
7(a)] reflect statistical uncertainties only. When
the cross sections are quoted in relative units
they have a 1(PO relative uncertainty. In these
cases, the absolute cross sections correspond to
an ordinate scale in units of pb/sr but with a 5(P/z

uncertainty. Errqr bars for ES cross sections
are a quadrature sum of statistical and other ex-
perimental (2%) uncertainties. The solid curves
shown on all figures result from the analysis out-
1ined in Sec. IV.

The present RC results generally agree with the
survey of Pearson and Spear. ' Although only the
ES data taken very close to each resonance are
shown, a wider energy region was studied. These
data generally agree with the results of John,
Aldridge, and Davis. ' A more detailed comparison
of the present results with previous works is given
in Sec. V.
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To estimate a level's isospin purity, one needs
accurate values for the total and partial decay
widths, resonant energy, and spin and parity.
Therefore, data from both reactions underwent
detailed analysis to fix the most consistent set of
resonance parameters. Since we sought those le-
vels that were primarily T = 1, the first step must
be a tentative isospin identification procedure.
Isospin conservation would inhibit the formation of
a T=1 state from two T=O nuclei and further in-
hibit its subsequent decay into that same channel.
Therefore a state that is primarily T = 1 should
possess an extremely small & width. If such a
state is formed in the self-conjugate nucleus "Ne,
isospin selection rules" would favor 4T= 1, elec-
tric (El) or magnetic (Ml) dipole radiative decay.
Thus, structures were tentatively identified as
T = 1 states if they showed both a narrow total
width and a strong y decay to one of the low lying
(T= 0) levels of "Ne.

FIG. 2. The E = 6.92 MeV resonance (K~= 10.26
MeV). Part (a) contains the y, angular distribution
(top) and the y& RC excitation function (bottom). The
angular distribution is best fit [confidence level (CL)
=0.6j by a 2' -2', Ml transition (solid line). The y,
BC excitation function was fitted (solid line CL= 0.4)
with a modified thick target form (1) to reproduce the
experimentally observed target edge blurring effects
caused by shielding penetration and target-to-detector
distance variations. Part (b) shows the ES scattering
data taken simultaneously with the y& RC excitation
function. Excitation functions are shown at 6 (from a
total of 15) angles which display the largest resonant
structure. The solid line results from a global phase
shift fit (see Sec. IV) which includes the contribution
from a 300 eV, L = 2 resonance. Since the resonantcontri-
bution only marginally improves the CL from 0.4 to 0.45, we
set an upper limit on the width of 0.3 keV. The error
bars shown are a quadrature sum of statistical and other
experimental (-2Q) errors. The energy scales have
been corrected for energy loss to the center of the cham-
ber.
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FIG. 3. The E =7.93 MeV resonance (E„=11.08
MeV). Same format as Fig. 2. The y2 angular distri-
bution can be fitted by either a dipole (solid line, CL
=0.6) or a quadrupole (dashed line, CL=0.5) distribu-
tion. The thick target fit has a CL=0.25. The ES fit
includes a 500 eV, L, = 4 resonance.

The RC excitation functions were fitted with a
modified isolated resonance yield expression

Y(8)= Yo(8)+D(E„)Y„(8)

2(E —E 't, 2(Z —E„—p))
T T

+ C(Err), (l)

0 I I I I I

8.16 8.18
o

8.16 8.18

E~(MeV)

where E„ is the resonant energy, I'T is the full
width at half maximum (FWHM), p is the target
thickness, Y, is the off resonant yield, Y„ is the
thick target yield, and D(E„),C(Err) are functions
that correct for source to detector distance and
shielding penetration variations. The form of

FIG. 4. The E = 8.16 MeV resonance (E„=11.26 MeU).
Same format as Fig. 2. The angular distribution fit is
typical of a 1" -O', E1 transition. The yo excitation
function fit has a CL of 0.9. The ES fit includes the con-
tributions from a 300 eV, I.=1 resonance.
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FIG. 5. The E =S.53 NeV resonance (E„=11.55 MeV).
Same format as Fig. 2. No fit is shown for the angular
distribution since an isotropic fit (CL=0.2) was as
significant as higher orders. The y~ excitatijon function
fit (CL =0.4) shows a definite, albeit weak resonance.
The ES excitation function fit includes the contribution
from a 900 eV, L =2 resonance.

these functions was determined from separate
yield measurements taken in the extended target
chamber geometry with a localized source that
reproduced the path a narrow resonance wouM fol-
low as the incident beam energy varied. %Me

I

9-30 9.40

E (Mev)

I ~ i

930 940

FIG. 6. The E = 9.38 NeV resonance (E„=12.24
MeV). Saxne format as Ffg. 2. The y& angular dfstri-
bution indicates either a dipole (solid line, CL= 0.35) or
quadrupole (dashed line, CL= 0.4) transition. The y &

excitation function fit (CL= 0.3) is characteristic of our
nonthiek Carget yields. The soBd line representing the
global phase shfS fit was omitted fram the ES excftatfon
functions in the region of the BC resonance to highlight
the small deviations.
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FIG. 7. The E~ =9.57 MeV resonance (E„=12.39 MeV}. Same format as Fig. 2. The y& angular distribution can be
described by an isotropic {CL=0.4) or dipole (CL =0.5, solid line) expansidn. The y& excitation function has a CL =0.8.
The ES, global phase shift fit required a 148 keV wide, 4+ level at 9.39 MeV and a 33 keV wide, 3 level at 9.58 MeV.

the fits produced accurate values for E„and F,
these geometric effects allowed us to set nly up-
per limits on F~.

Since the incoming spin system, 0 + 0, can only
form natural parity states in the m = 0 substate,
deexcitation y-ray multipolarities can be deter-
mined from a fit of the mgular distribution of
primary y decays to the form

where P~ is the Legendre polynomial and e, is the
normalized (a0~ 1) coefficient. The initial state' s
spin (J) can be implied from a comparison of the
corrected (for large angular acceptance) experi-
mental coefficients (b,) with the theoretical calcu-
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where W, F„are defined above, q is the target
stopping yower, c, is the absolute detection ef-
ficiency, A, is the center of mass wavelength. N
is the number of target nuclei/cm', n is the number
of incident 0"s, and I is the relativistic intensity
tranformation to the lab frame. The brackets de-
note an average of W(8)l(8) over the detector's an-
gular acceptance. The partial decay with (I'„,) can
be obtained from &Oy, (assuming I'r —I' )

~y, = r„,l'. (u+ I)/I', . (4)

9.7 9.8

E (MeV)

9.7

FIG. 8. The E~= 9.72 MeV region {E„=12.49 MeV).
Same format as Fig. 2, part (b). The ES excitation
functions were adequately reproduced by a 88 keV wide,
6' level at 9.82 MeV.

The reduced transition strength ( ~M
~

'= I'„,/I'„„)
for each decay branch can then be compared with
theoretical predictions and previous experimental
observations for similar transitions. Transition
strengths for secondary branches can be calcula-
ted from (3), (4), and the observed yields

TABLE I. Measured angular distribution coefficients.

Final state
J"; E„(MeV) CL' a2/ao a 4/a () b4P, b

6.92 2; 1.63 0.6
0.2

0.33+0.09 ' ' ' 0.38 +0.10
0.33+0.09 0.03+0.13 0.38+0.10 0.04 + 0.15

(6 = -0.1 +0.2)

4+ 4.25 0.6
0.5

0.26+ 0.10 ~ ~ ~

0.25+ 0.10 -0.10 + 0.2
0.29 + 0.11 ~ ~ ~

0.28 + 0.11 —0.12 + 0.20
(5= -0.27 +0.30) '

8.16

8.53

0+. 0

2+; 1.63

0,5 —0.99+0.10

0.2 ~ ~ ~

0.25 -0.1 + 0.20

—1.08 + 0.10

-0.11+0.3
9.38

9.57

2+. 1.63

2+; 1.63

0 35 0 39+0 11 ~ ~ 0 43 + 0 12
0.4 0.34 + 0.12 0.30 +0.20 0,40 +0.13

0.4
0.5 -0.12+0.30 & ' -0.13+0.30
0.2 —0.11+0.30 0.10+0.40 -0.12+0.30

0.35 +0.25
(6= —0.1+0.07) '

0.10 +0.4
2 1.63 0.5

0.5 0.2 +0.20 0.2 +0.2

' CL denotes angular distribution fit confidence level (0.1 to 0.9 acceptable).
Coefficients corrected for angular acceptance and edge effect.

'e= (E2)/(M1).
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TABLE H. Radiative capture resonance parameters.

E
(MeV), (MeV)

I'c.m
T

(keV)
Final state

~J"; E„)
Branching

ratio (W.u.)

6.918+0.01

V.932+ 0.01

8.161+0.01

8.53 + 0,01

9.384+ 0.01

9.57 + 0,01

9.70 +0.03

10.264

11.077

11.26

11.55

12.237

12.39

12.49

(3

40+10

0+. 0
2 163
2; 4.97
3; 5.62

0; 0
2 163
4' 425
0 ~ 0
2+; 1.63

0; 0
2 1.63

4 4.25
2; 4.97

0; 0
2+. 1.63
4+; 4.25
2; 4.9V

0 0
2 163
4 *425
0'8'8. ~3

2+ 1.63

19.2 +1.9

30.4 +3

0.58+0.05

0.41+0.05

5.8 +0.5

1.94 + 0.15

1.96+0.1'
x 103

0.17+0.05

«0.1
1.0

«0.2
~«0.2

«0.01
«0.02
1.0
1.0

0.4 +0.1

0.5 +0.4
~ 0.3

0.45+ 0.10
1.0

~0.3
~ 0.3

0.01
0.4 + 0.1

1.0
2.2 +0.3
x 103

1.0

3.85+0.39

3.4 +0.3
0.19+0.02

0.08 +0.01
(J =2)

1.2 +0.1

0.28 +0.02

0.28

0.50 (M 1)

2.8 x10-4 ~E1)

3.9x 10 Pf 1)
[0.31 (E2)]

0.046

1 1xl0 3 {El)

Assume 1 —+z .
Multipolarity based on most likely transition.

c The energy uncertainty reflects the maximum of the relative uncertainty and the absolute uncertainty (0.01).
cup =t2 J+ 1) I ~I „/I'.

R, = F,(8}ep (8)fY (8)e,A, (8)= I'„,/I'„, (5)

where i and j label the primary and secondary
branches, respectively, A=(~, and R,~ is the
branching ratio. These reduced strengths pro-
vide further information to help identify the initial
state's spin. A summary of the RC results can
be found in Tables I and II.

Some level parameters can also be extracted
through a phase shift analysis of the elastic scat-
tering near a resonance. The differential cross
section for the simple spin system. , 0 +0'-0'
+0' can be expressed as

(8,E)=y*~ =,'qcsc~~8exp(ig ln csc*';8}
Ce 54

2/+1 exp i e, +5,

x sin5, P, (cos 8) (
',

where k is the center of mass wavelength, q
(=Ze'liv) is the Sommerfeld parameter, a, is the

relative Coulomb phase shift and 5, is the total nu-
clear phase shift. The energy dependence of 5,
can be parametrized in terms of resonant (I'„Ea'}
and nonresonant (a, , b, ) values

Although the partial wave expansion should include
an infinite sum of terms, truncation at I.= 6 proved
adequate to fit all angular distributions below E
= 9.9 Me7. Further, we found empirically that
real phase shifts were sufficient to fit all data be-
low E= 9.5 MeV. A three step process was deve-
loped to find the set of parameters for each / that
reproduced the ES cross section in the energy re-
gion surrounding each suspected T = 1 resonance.
Since even off-resonance phase shifts may contain
significant contributions from resonances distant
by many half-widths, model predictions (such as
the hard core or optical mode) fail to reproduce
the observed cross sections even far from sharp
resonances (see Fig. 9).
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FIG. 9. Typical elastic scattering angular distribu-
tion fits. The solid line shows a phase shiS ~&ysis
fitted (X =1.1}to the angular distribution at E=8. 62
MeV. This energy was selected for comparison since
there are no nearby broad resonances to fnQuence the
angular distribution. The dashed line represents the
hard core model prediction @awhile the dotted line
represents an optical model fit.
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(8)

where the indices i,j label the angle and energy
respectively, N is the total number of angles at E&,
o„and 40„are the measured differential cross
section and its uncertainty, and ec is the calcula-
ted cross section from (6). Investigations of
typical X' spaces revealed that within each broad
minimum (FWHM-30'), there could be several
sharp minima (FWHM -3'). Therefore, following
the crude grid search (rN, = 18'), a modified gra-
dient search was conducted around each broad
minimum's central grid point and the 2L + 2
intersections of the phase shift axes with the L
+ 1 dimensional sphere (radius = 18') centered on
the grid point. The variable metric algorithm of
Davidon, Fletcher and Powell, " (DFP) with cubic
interpolation along the local geodesic provided a

Therefore, the first analysis step sought to lo-
cate all sets of phase shifts (~ 5,)) that fit the an-
gular distribution at the lowest incident energy in
the region. These sets were located by a compu-
ter program that searched the X' space along each
phase shift axis from 0 to m for local minima in

Xj

technique for quickly and accurately obtaining
these refined sets of phase shift solutions.

At any single energy, several phase shift sets
may adequately fit the angular distribution. How-
ever, cross section variations arising from en-
ergy dependent resonant, nonresonant or Cou-
lomb interference should be reproduced by a sin-
gle set of phase shifts. To identify the physical
solution, the ability of each phase shift set to fit
the energy variation of the excitation function was
tested by allowing each phase shift within the set
to vary independently at each successive energy.
This second step in the analysis procedure was
started at the energy searched in the first step
and allowed the DFP technique to track with en-
ergy both broad and narrow resonance structure.
To insure completeness, steps j. and 2 were re-
peated starting from the highest energy in the ex-
citation function.

After the second step, from two to four ambigu-
ous solutions ((y') &3) often remained. These am-
biguities are not physical since we inserted extra
degrees of freedom by allowing phase shifts at
successive energies to be independent of the phase
shifts at the previous energy. Therefore, the final
analysis step removed these degrees of freedom
by parametrizing the phase shifts as given in (7).
The DFP technique was used to minimize the to-
tal X' (=Ep&) over all energies and angles simul-
taneously. Initial values for the resonant and non-
resonant parameters were obtained from the step
2 solutions and, in some cases, a graphical an-
alysis of the excitation functions. " In certain en-
ergy regions, it was necessary to modify (7) to re-
produce local conditions. When the resonant width
is much less than the experimental energy reso-
lution, the observed cross section near the reso-
nance results from the integration of the resonance
shape (7) folded with the beam's energy distribu-
tion. This process destroys both phase and am-
plitude information in the resonance region. Re-
sonance parameters can be extracted by an itera-
tive process of folding test resonance shapes with
the calculated energy distribution and comparing
the result with the observed cross section. The
total width (1-5 keV) of the experimental energy
distribution was estimated from target thickness
(0.5-4 keV), Doppler broadening (0.5 keV), and

energy spread of the beam (~1 keV). In extreme
cases this procedure can yield only an upper limit
on the level's width. Above E= 9.5 MeV, it was
necessary to add a small imaginary component to
the L= 3 phase shift. Although the inelastic chan-
nels, e, and a„were not explicitly measured,
Fig. 10 shows that the cross section for "Q-
(c(, a,y, »)"0 is low except for the structure at
E=9.58 MeV.
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FIG. 10. ()(o, O, g &&g 80 excitation function. Al-
thougli the inelastic channel (0,2+6 $3) becomes energe-
tically allowed at E =7.7 MeV, the ye f3 cross sections
are small below 9.5 MeV. A fit (CL= 0.2) to the re-
sonant structure, shown as the solid Bne, obtained re-
sonance parameters of I"=40 keV at E = 9.57 MeV, The
energy scale has been corrected to the center of the
chamber. (My statistical errors are shown.

Since the an@lysis process is quite complex,
each step was tested with computer simulated data
sets. In all test cases the procedure unambiguous-

ly located the correct parameter set. %hen the
experimental data were analyzed, only one solu-
tion emerged from the three step process except
near E= 8.53 MeV. At this energy, tao solutions
that differed mainly in the I.=0 and L, ~2 resoaant
and nonresonant phase shift parameters adequately
reproduced the observed cross section. Phase
shift parameters are listed in Tables IH and IV.
The cross sections generated by these values are
shown as the solid bnes in Figs. 2(b) to 7(b) and

8.

V. DISCUSSION

Several resonance characteristics may be used
to establish the identity of the primary isospin
component of a state. Although a narrow total
decay width may suggest inhibition from isospin
conservation, the most convincing evidence for
a T= 1 assignment results from the selection rules
governing dipole radiative decay. Since both E1
and M1, 4T= 1 transitions are greatly enhanced
over their 4T=O counterparts in a self-conjugate
nucleus, "the primary criteria used to assign T
= 1 were the observation of a narrow total width
and the presence of a strong dipole decay to a T
= 0 final state. Supporting evidence for such an
assignment also comes from the existence of a
properly corresponding state i.n 20I'. Often some
of the characteristics of these "Ne states have
been measured by isospin allowed direct reactions.
All evidence from the present study and other
works used to establish the isospin identity is out-
lined individually below, under the headings of
the resonant incident beam energy (the correspon-
ding "Ne excitation energy).

1. E = 6.928feV resonance(E 10.26NeV)(see Fig. 2)

A prominent resonance in the decay to both the
first excited state (y, ) and the decay of the first
excited state to the ground state (y, ,) occurs
near E = 6.92 MeV. The measured angular dis-
tribution coefficients are most consistent with a
2'- 2', M1 transition. The y, transition strength,

TABLE HI. Nonresonant pQase shift parameters. The nonregonant parameters aL and bL

from Eq. {7) are given in units of rad and rad/MeV, respectively.

L,

Param ters E~ {MeV)

QL

bL

QL

~L

gL

br

EEL

bL

6.9

8.2

8.5

9.0

9..8

1.95
-4.2

1.41
-0.1

0.31
1.3
'0.58

-0.2
0.79

-0.9
0.72
0.8
0.72
1.5

2.96
-5.7

2;90
2.5
0.86
9.6
2.24
0.2
2.57

-1.0

2.8'j
1.3

2.52
-6.1
3.09
1,2

2.46
5.9

2.13
0.4
2.0
1.2
2.83

—O.V

2.9
4 4

O.QO

0.5
2.69

-0.5
2.84
8.5
2.92

-0.2
3.05

-0.3
3,02'

0.24

3.14
0.7

0.26
1.2
1.58
0.4
2.32
1.5
2.5V

0.2
2.70

-1.1
2.80
1.5
0.28
3.8

1.84
4.6

3.16
0.5.

3.03
0.8

3.06
-0.3

0.03
—1.0

3.12
0.1

0.24
1.5

3.13
0.3

0.01
0.3

5.02
'0.5

0.04
-0.1

0.13
-0.5

0.13
0.4
1.45
O. V
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TABLE IV. Elastic scattering resonance parameters.

E~ (MeV)

6.92 +0.01d
7.93 + 0.01
8.16 +0.01'
8.24 + 0.01
8.528 +0.01

9.043+ 0.01
9.37 +0.02'
9.39 + 0.03
9.5 +0.2
9.58 +0.01
9.82 +0.03

E„(MeV) ~

10.26
11.08
11.26
11.32
11.55

11.96
12.23
12.24
12.3
12.39
12.59

(2')
(4')
(1)

(2')
(o')
1

(2 )
4+
2+

3
6+

(keV)

~ 0.3
~0 5
~ 0.3

40+ 10
0.9+0.5
1.1+ 0.5
30+5
~20

148 +20
500

37+5
88+10

y2 (keV)

~ 0.008
~ 0.3
~ 0.05

8,3
0.16
0.14
4.3

45.7

7.5
165.4

e2 (%) '

«1.3&1Q 3

~0.05
«0.009

1.4
0.03
0.02
0.72(0 5
7.7

13
1.2

27.9

' Q=4.73 MeV.
b

c g2=2pR2/352' x100; R=1.4 (16~ +4~ 3) fm.
Resonant energy and spin were taken from radiative capture data to extract upper limits

on widths fx'om comparative smoothed calculations.
~ Estimated from graphical analysis.

~=19.2+1.9 eV, represents 0.28 %eisskopf unit
(W.u. ) which strongly suggests hT = 1 transition.
Generally our measured decay properties agree
with the earlier work (Ref. 4) once their radiative
strength has been corrected to the center of mass
value. Although their result (corrected to the cen-
ter of mass), &ay=22.4+2.4 eV, is somewhat
larger than ours, this may just reflect the differ-
ence between the use of background subtracted
peak yields of the present work compared with
the total window summing technique of Ref. 4. A
recent measurement" of this radiative strength
obtained vy = 19.7 + 1.6 eV, in accord with the pres-
ent study. Since this transition is the analog to
the Gamow-Teller P decay of "F, the radiative
strength can be compared with the observed and

predicted P-decay shape factors (a). Using the
present value for I'„(Ml)=3.85+0.4 eV, we obtain
a=0.49+ 0.05 (%/m, c') which agrees with the ob-
served, a=0.40+0.22 (%/m, c'), and conserved
vector current (CVC) predicted, a= 0.41 (%/m, c'),
shape factors. " A fit to the RC excitation function
established the resonant energy as E~ = 6.92 + 0.01
MeV but could only set an upper limit of 1 keV on
the total width.

The ES excitation functions taken simultaneously
show no resonance structure whose width is larger
than 1 keV. To determine an upper limit for the
width, computer calculated excitation functions,
generated with sample widths for an L = 2 reso-
nance, were compared with the observed cross
sections. The calculations employed the integra-
tion-folding procedure outlined in Sec. IV. Sample
widths were tried in decreasing size until the de-
crease in y was no longer statistically significant.

This process set an upper limit of 300 eV for I' .
We can compare this result with a calculation for

based on the measured radiative width and the
observed'"" ratio of P-delayed e decays to y, de-
cays from this state, I'~/I', = (3.0 + 0.6) x 10 '
Our calculated result, E' = 128 + 26 eV, which
represents only 0.0/0 of the single particle
strength, is within the upper bound set by the ES
procedure and agrees with the results of Ref. 15,

=116+20 eV. Supporting evidence for a J', T
assignment of 2';1 can be found in the results of
isospin allowed reactions, "" the prediction that
the first T = 1 ' Ne state will be near 10.22 MeV, "
and the 2' assignment" to the corresponding
ground states of OF and ga.

2. E = 7.9'3 Ne V resonance (E„=11.08 PIe V) (see Fig. 3j

A strong resonance, ~=30.4+3 eV is present
in both the y, and y, , survey excitation functions
near 7.93 MeV. 'The measured. angular distribu-
tion favors a 4'-4', M1 decay with a small E2
admixture (5= 0.3+0.3) or possibly a pure E2
2'-4', 6'-4' transition. While the reduced ma-
trix element for the Ml decay ( ~M

~

'= 0.5) is typ-
ical for a 4T = 1 transition in light nuclei, the re-
duced matrix element for the E2 transition (~M

~

'
= 156) is unusually large. " Since only a weak
branch may be present to the first excited state
(2') and the more precise results from Ref. 4 ex-
cluded the 6' possibility, we conclude that the J'
is 4'. Our strength (~= 30.4 a 3 eV) is lower than
the 37+4 eV observed by Ref. 4. This difference
may result from our improved discrimination
against pileup pulses from the contaminant 6.13
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MeV y ray. A fit to the RC excitation function
established a resonance energy of 7.93+0.01 MeV
and set an upper limit of 3 keV on the width.

Since the ES excitation functions showed no broad
(1 ~ I' ~ 10keV) structure inthe region of the RCres-
onance energy, we estimated from computer cal-
culated sensitivities (described above) that the
upper limit for the width is 500 eV for an L = 4
resonance (700 eV for L = 2). Although the I.= 4
calculation, shown as the solid line in Fig. 4(b),
reproduced the weak angular resonance pattern
better than an L = 2 calculation, the improvement
in y' was insufficient to exclude the possibility of
an L = 2 resonance. Some evidence, "'"based on
stripping strengths, suggests that a high spin state
(4& 2) was observed near this energy by the isospin
allowed reactions "F('He, d)"Ne and "Ne(d, t)"Ne.
'The absence" of a strong y decaying level at this
energy from the reaction "C("C,ny)' Ne coupled
with a 4' assignment of the F state at 0.823 MeV
supports our 4', 1 assignment for the "Ne level at
11.08 MeV.

3. E, = 8.16NeV resonance(E„=11. 26NeV)(see Fig. 4)

The RC survey excitation functions display a
weak resonance near 8.16 MeV for both yp ~p
= 0.58+ 0.05 eV andy„&y, = 0.23 ~ 0.02 eV. The mea-
sured angular distribution coefficients establish the
y, decay as a 1 —O', El transition. Although thede-
cay strength is somewhat weaker than the average al-
lowed (&7= 1)El transitions (&oy -5 eV), other exam-
ples of similar weak allowed transitions have been
observed. " In fact, as Ref. 11points out, allowed
E1 transitions can be inhibited for a variety of
reasons while forbidden strengths may be enhanced.
Thus, the observed transition strength does
not definitively establish nor exclude a 8T = 1 tran-
sition. A fit to the RC excitation function establi-
shed a resonant & energy of 8.16 + 0.01 MeV and
set an upper limit of 3 keV on the width.

The gross structure of the ES near 8.2 MeV is
dominated by a 172 keV, 1 state at E„=11.23 MeV
and a 53 keV, 2' state at 11.33 MeV. ' Since the
off-resonant cross section is lower at some key
angles, we estimate our sensitivity to be 300 eV
for.a 1 state. Some evidence exists for a 1;1
"Ne level near this energy from an isospin allowed
reaction. " However, more convincing supporting
evidence for our assignment comes from a recent
determination of J'= 1 for the "F level at 0.984
MeV. '"" Thus the combined evidence from the
RC, ES, isospin allowed reactions, and analog
identification all favor a 1;1 assignment for the
11.26 MeV state of "Ne.

4. E = 8.53 NeV resonance (E„=11.55 Ne V) (see Fig. 5)

A weak resonance, primarily y, ((oy, = 0.41' 0.05
eV), occurs near 8.53 MeV. The observed branch-
ing ratios (see Table II) limit spin possibilities
to 0', 1, 2', 3, or 4' and slightly favor a 2' as-
signment. The measured angular distribution suf-
fered from such large errors that an isotropic fit
was as significant as higher orders. If we a,ssume
4= 2 for ~ state, then the y, transition strength
would represent 3.9x 10 ' W.u. for a. pure M1 de-
cay and 0.31 W.u. for a pure E2 decay. These re-
duced matrix elements imply either an inhibited
4T = 1 or an enhanced bT= 0 transition. A fit to
the RC excitation function obtained a. resonance en-
ergy of 8.53+ 0.01 MeV and set an upper limit of
5 keV on the total width.

The ES excitation functions display a narrow res-
onance at 8.528 MeV. While the resonant angular
distribution is most typical of an L = 2 level, the
modified global phase shift fit found two acceptable
solutions [fit confidence level (CL} between 0.1 and
0.9]. Both an I = 2 (CL = 0.1}and L = 0 (C L = 0.3)
reproduced the observed resonance behavior when
coupled with different sets of off-resonant phase
shifts. This ambiguity results from the removal
of both phase and amplitude resonant interference
through the integration-folding process present
when using inadequate experimental energy reso-
lution. Both solutions required approximately the
same resonance energy (8.528) and width (I +0.5
keV).

Although a, number of ' Ne levels have been re-
ported near this energy, the observed characteris-
tics often conflict so we present a brief compari-
son of those levels to our 11.55 MeV state. The
E„=11.53 MeV member of the doublet observed"
in the "C("C,uy)"Ne reaction has been identified
as having unnatural parity (3', 4 ) on the basis of
falling cross section near 0' for one bombarding
energy. Since we can only observe natural parity
states and since this level decays mainly to the
4.97 MeV state rather than the 1.63 MeV state,
this is not the same level as we observe at E„
= 11.55 MeV. The 11.56 MeV member has also
been tentatively identified" as having unnatural
parity, but it appears to decay strongly to the 1.63
MeV state. The branching ratios of the 11.59+0.03
MeV state reported" in "F('He, dy)"Ne agree with
our results, but they report an -10' larger I'„/I'
ratio than we see. If their I'„/I' ratio is correct,
one needs apparently three closely spaced y de-
caying states, around 11.56+0.03 MeV. Sorrie evi-
dence' ' ' exists for a, state with T= 1 chara. cter
in this region. However, these studies assigned
no firm spin and parity.

Information about possible states in "F(-1.3
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MeV) has also been conflicting. A series of ex-
periments has assigned a spin and parity of 2" to
the level at 1.31 MeV. '~'p This "p state, which
is weakly populated in stripping reactions, has
also been observed" with "N('Li, p)"F, a reac-
tion that probably is compound nuclear in nature.
The spectrum (Fig. 1, Ref. 31) appears to have
more than one structure at 1.31 MeV about which
the authors, unfortunately, do not comment. Thus
the combined evidence for the E„=11.55 MeV "Ne
state selects J=O' or 2' while T can be either 0
or 1

5. E = 9.38 NeV resonance(E = 12.$4NeVj(see Fig. 6j

A moderately strong, relatively broad resonance
occurs near 9.4 MeV in both the y„~y= 5.8+0.5
eV and yp RC survey excitation functions. The y,
measured angular distribution coefficients are
consistent with a 2'- 2', M1 transition with a pos-
sibility of a small (5=0.1+0.07) E2 admixture.
The radiative width I'„= 1.2+ 0.l eV(0.046 W.u.)
is sufficiently large to establish 4T= 1 radiation
character. A fit to the RC excitation function ob-
tained a resonant energy of 9.38+0.01 MeV and a
total width of 18+5 keV. The RC results generally
agree with, but improve upon, the limited mea-
surements reported in Ref. 4. However, a new,
solid target measurement~ of the radiative capture
in this region indicates that this level is a doublet
composed of a narrow (I' & 2 keV), J'= 2' resonance
at 9.359+0.005 MeV and a broader (I'~5 keV),
J'= 2', 3 resonance at 9.407+0.006 MeV. While
our RC data are compatible with these results,

the extended nature of our gas target led to off-
resonance y-penetration of our shielding and pre-
vented the resolution of such a doublet. Although
we observe a larger yp branching ratio, our y,
strength ((cry, = 5.8 s 0.5 eV) agrees with the 5.36
+ 1.02 eV summed strengths of Ref. 28, and our
angular distribution coefficients are consistent
with their measurements of the 9.359 MeV reso-
nance.

Above 9 MeV the ES excitation functions display
several broad 7'= 0 states (see Table V and also
Ref. 5). Between 9.2~ E ~ 9.5, our data required
resonances at 9.39 MeV (J'= 4', I'= 148 keV) and
9.5 MeV (J'= 2', I'= 500 keV) to reproduce the ob-
served broad structure. However, in the vicinity
of the y decaying resonance some weak fine struc-
ture was not reproduced by these two levels. A
global phase shift fit, modified to include interfer-
ence between the 500 keV wide level and a narrow
y decaying level was unable to determine unambi-
guously the narrow level's parameters. To help
display this fine structure, the solid line in Fig.
6(b), is omitted in that region. Our ES evidence
does not support the reported" upper member of
the doublet as an isolated 1 = 5 keV 3 level at
9.407 MeV. Although both the n, (0') and o, (3 )
inelastic channels are open, we do not observe
any strong resonant structure in the n2 y6 J3 ex-
citation function (see Fig. 10) at this energy.
Therefore we conclude that this upper member of
the doublet either has a total width smaller than
2 keV, has J =2', or has a large o., partial width.
A y decaying level near 12.2 MeV in "Ne has also
been reported"'" from the reactions "F('He, dy)

TABLE V. 20Ne level parameters (summary).

(MeV + keV)
& (20Ne)

(MeV+ keV) J' ll ~

I'c.m.
T

(keV)
(dP

(eV)
r,
(eV)

6.918+ 10
7.932 + 10
8.161+ 10
8.24 + 10
8.527+10
9,04 + 10

(9.05 + 50)
(9.15 + 50)
9.384 + 10
9.39 + 30
9.5 + 200
9.575 + 10
9.60 +10
9.70 +30
9.82 +30

10.264+ 8
11.077 + 8
11.259 + 8
11.32 + 8
11.552 + 8
11.96 + 8

(11.97 +40)
(12.05 +40)
12.237 + 8
12.24 +24
12.3 + 160
12.39 + 8
12 41 +8
12.49 +24
12.59 + 24

2+, ]
4+ 1
1; 1
2+ 0

(2+, 0 )1; 0

2+. 1c
4+ ~ 0
2+; 0
3 '(1)

(0+ )

6+; 0

0.13+ 0.03
~ 0.5
~ 0.3

40+10
1+0.5

30+5
&40
&40

18 +5'
148 +20

500
33 +4

88 +10

yg.. 19.2 + 1.9
30.4 + 3

yo. 0.58 + 0.05

3.85+0.4
3.4 +0.3
0.19+ 0.02

b
b

58~0 5c 1.2 +0.1

2: 1.94 + 0.15 0.28 + 0.02

y, : 0.17+0.05

0.41+ 0.05 (0.08 + 0, .01)

~ Primary transition.
Tentative levels observed only in p~ 0, possibly the known 4 at &„=11.93 MeV and the

6+ at E„=12.13 MeV.
c Possibly a doublet. See Ref. 28.
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"Ne and in the cascade of "F(P,y)"Ne. In addi-
tion, there is an established 2', "F state near the
corresponding (2.044 MeV) excitation energy. 2'

Therefore all evidence supports the existence of
a 2', 1, "Ne state at 12.24 MeV.

6. E = 9.57MeV resonance(E„= 12.39MeV) (see Fig. 7)

Near 9.57 MeV some weak structure is visible
in the RC survey for y„possibly y„and y, p.
The weak nature of this structure, ~,= 1.94
a 0.15 eV, coupled with pileup from an intense 6.13
MeV y ray, inhibited the measurement of the y,
primary branch. The 6.13 MeV y ray results par-
tially from the contaminant reaction "C(n,ny)"0
but mainly from the resonance contribution from
the inelastic channel "O(n, n,y, »)"O. Therefore,
the angular distribution coefficients and radiative
strength were extracted from the NaI yields for
y, and the Ge(Li) measured branching ratios were
used to calculate the y, strength. Although an iso-
tropic fit to the angular distribution was statistic-
ally acceptable, a dipole fit suggests that this de-
cay is either 1 - 2' or 3 - 2' (El}. A fit to the
RC excitation function obtained a resonant energy
of 9.57*0.01 MeV and a width of 27 + 5 keV while
a fit to the y~» resonance (see Fig. 10) obtains
E~= 9.57+0.01 MeV, I'=40+ 10 keV.

The global phase shift fit, modified to include
-1% absorption for the inelastic amplitude, deter-
mined that J= 3, E„=9.58 + 0.01 MeV, and 1"

= 37+5 keV. The y, reduced matrix element, as-
suming J= 3, is 1.1 x 10 ' W.u. for an E1 decay.
While this strength, as discussed in item 3 of this
section, may favor a 4T = 1 transition, it does not
exclude b,T = 0.

Reports on possible "Ne levels in this region
seen through isospin allowed reactions have not
always agreed on spin and parity assignments. At
present, all evidence (including the RC and ES
data of the present work) is consistent with the ex-
istence of a 3 level""" near 12.39 MeV and a
0' level""""~"near 12.41 MeV. The 1' assign-
ment for the 12.367+0.015 MeV level seen' in
"F('He, d)' Ne may have resulted from a failure
to resolve this 3, 0 doublet. The coincidence
study "F('He, dy)"Ne would select only the strong-
ly y decaying member of the doublet and hence ob-
serve" only the 3 state. Although a 0' resonance
was not included in the ES global phase shift fit
near E„=9.6 MeV, E,= 12.41 MeV [see Fig. 7(b}],
the l = 0 phase shifts from the second analysis step
(where phase shifts were allowed to vary indepen-
dently with energy} did suggest a 0' structure in
this region.

The poor fit at E = 9.6 MeV at angles near P3
(cos 8) = 0 [see Fig. 7(b), 8= 89', 104, 149'] reflects

the need for modified l = 0 phase shifts. However
since Ref. 42 finds I', /I' = 6.3 keV/22. 7 keV for
the 0' state, the competition will damp the ground
state resonant behavior.

In F there js a 3 level" at 1.97 MeV which
might correspond to the 3, E,("Ne) = 12.39 MeV
level. However, there is no known 0' correspond-
ing "F state. Therefore we make a 3;(1)assign-
ment for the 12.39 MeV state.

7. Other structure

Other possible resonant structures that were
observed but not studied in detail will be reported
briefly.

Near E = 9.7 (E,= 12.5) MeV, there may be a
weak (&ay=0.17+0.05 eV)y, transition, but there
is no corresponding strength in y, , The inves-
tigation of this region was hindered by pileup from
the 6.13 MeV y rays. The ES broad structure was
adequately reproduced (see Fig. 8) by a 6', I'=88
keV level at 12.59 MeV.

Our phase shift analysis did not require the broad
2' level at E = 9.86 MeV (E„=12.62) reported by
Ref. 5. Some weak, narrow structure is probably
present (visible in Fig. 8 only at 67') near E,
= 12.49 MeV but no detailed analysis was perform-
ed. This state could correspond to the one report-
ed at E,= 12.503+ 15 in the "F('He, d)'Ne react-
ion. 20

BetweenE =9.0(E„=11.93) andE =9.3(E,=12.2)
MeV, two resonant structures were located in the

0 RC excitation function. We studied this region
further since Ref. 4 reported a resonance in the

y„» inelastic channel and there are several "F
states in the corresponding energy region. How-
ever, we observed no strong resonances in y,
(&ay&0.05 eV), y, (~&0.1 eV), y, (&uy&0. 3 eV), or
y, » (sly & 10 eV). Possibly the y, , structure may
result frora a weak y, decays from the 4' E„
= 11.925 MeV state" and the 6', E„=12.13 MeV
state. " The ES excitation functions were adequate-
ly reproduced by a I'= 30 keV, 1 level at E = 9.04
(E„=11.96) MeV.

We can compare (see Fig. 11) our observed set
of low-lying, natural parity T = 1 states with two
recent shell model calculations. '"" Although we
have not located the predicted 0', 1 level (the 12.41
MeV level may be a candidate) in the region 10.26
& E„&12.7 MeV, we have observed the only pre-
dicted 1;1 state at 11.26 MeV. Of four predicted
2'; 1 levels, we have clearly identified only the two
at 10.26 and 12.24 MeV. The 11.55 MeV state may
also be 2', 1 although the corresponding ' F state
has not been seen. Two 3; 1 levels are predicted,
yet only the 12.39 MeV resonance has both 3 and
possible T = 1 character. The observed 4', 1 state
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at 11.08 MeV fulfills the prediction of Ref. 36
(Ref. 37 shows another 4' at higher energy).

Two recent papers'"" provide a simplified
framework to analyze the isospin purity of com-
pound nuclear levels with only T = 0 particle exit
channels. If two levels mix, one primarily T = 0
and the other primarily T ~ 1, the isospin purity
(~ e

~

') can be directly calculated from their ob-
served widths and resonant eziergies. The charge
dependent, mixing matrix element (H,",) also can
be calculated from the experimental resonance
parameters. If we knew which T ~0 state (anti-
analog) had a configuration similar to the analog
state, we could directly compare our calculated

H» with a calculated Coulomb mixing matrix el-
ement (H~) since those two states would mix most
strongly. Unfortunately, no theoretical calcula-
tions are available for H„ in "Ne but calcula-
tions~~" for nearby nuclei predict H~, = 20 to
150 keV. In addition, the identity of the antianalog
states has not been established. Although we lack
this information, the isospin mixing parameters
for TI 0 levels near (+I MeV) the T ~ 1 levels (see
Table VI) can provide some indirect evidence of
possible mixing strengths. These results should
be interpreted as estimates since (a) only two
level mixing has been considered, (b) the T = 1 level
widths are usually upper limits, and (c) some iso-
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[E„(MeV); I' (keV)]

TABLE VI. Isospin mixing parameters.

y b

(rad)
la"I
(keV) (rad)

10.264; 0.13

11.077; 0.5

11.259. 0 3

12.237; 18

9.489; 29
10.579; 24
10.836; 13
11.324; 53
9.990; 150

10.548; 16
10.790; 350
11.015; 24
11.230; 172
11.971; 29
11.871; 46
12.300; 500

2+ 4xlP 3

5X]Q
1X1Q
2xlp 3

4+ 3x 10
3X ]Q
lxlp 3

2x10 2

1 2xlp 3

1X 1Q

4x]p &

4xlp 3

—2X]0
4xlp 2

1X]p
2xlp
7 x 1Q-2

2X]0
5 x 10-&

2 x 10
—1.2

2xlp 2

9 X].0
2x]0 3

51+ 14
23+4
56+9
52+ 7
62+ 16
88+ 22
13+5
9+3

71+24
119+28
50+ 130

3xlp 4

8xlp 4

4xlo '
2xlp
9xlP 4

-2xlo '
4X]Q
2xlp 2

3X10
8&10
9x 10
2x 1P

I{)&+~I»
{&+ l&I2)' ' {~+ l~l')'~'

'I~I'=~~+B {~~0 {~A+~B)/2{+ ~a) ~

Widths represent estimated upper limits.
~ Possibly two unresolved narrower levels, see Ref. 28.

spin impurity is present in the incoming channel
('He, 1.3 & 10 ' and '')0, 6.7 x 10 '). These Hf, es-
timates are typically of the same order of rnag-
nitude as the calculated H„ for states in nearby
nuclei. Therefore if one of the levels near the
analog level has a large antianalog component,
then it appears likely that the major contribution
to H01 could arise from the Coulomb interaction.
However, we cannot draw any more definite con-
clusions until the structure of these states is
established.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This study of the radiative capture and elastic
scattering of e particles by "0observed six nar-
row resonant structures that decay to the ground
or one of the first two excited states of "Ne. %'e

establish or confirm J' for five of these reso-
nances, T for four, and tentatively assign J;T
for the remainder. An improved measurement for
I'„, of the 10.264 level brings the radiative transi-
tion strength into accord with the analogous P de-

cay measurements and CVC theory. Four of these
states are isobaric analog states of "F. Estimates
for the charge dependent matrix elements indicate
that if one of the nearby T= 0 states has significant
antianalog character, then one does not need a
large charge dependent component in the nuclear
interaction to explain these data.
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